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In two experiments subjects viewed slides depicting a crime and then received a narrative
containing misleading information about some items in the slides. Recall instructions were
manipulated on a first test to vary the probability that subjects would produce details from the
narrative that conflicted with details from the slides. Two days later subjects returned and took
a second cued recall test on which they were instructed to respond only if they were sure they
had seen the item in the slide sequence. Our interest was in examining subjects’ production of
the misleading postevent information on the second cued recall test (on which they were instructed
to ignore the postevent information) as a function of instructions given before the first test. In
both experiments, robust misinformation effects occurred, with misrecall being greatest under
conditions in which subjects had produced the wrong detail from the narrative on the first test.
In this condition subjects were more likely to recall the wrong detail on the second test and were
also more likely to say that they remembered its occurrence, when instructed to use Tulving’s
(1985) remember/know procedure, than in comparison conditions. We conclude that a substantial
misinformation effect occurs in recall and that repeated testing increases the effect. False memo-
ries may arise through repeated retrieval. q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.

The memory illusion that has received the (the control condition), whereas two other
most attention over the past 20 years is the groups of subjects were asked ‘‘Did the car
deleterious effect of presenting people with pass the red Datsun while it was stopped at
misleading information after they have wit- the stop sign?’’ (or ‘‘at the yield sign’’ for
nessed an event (e.g., Loftus, 1979a, 1979b). the second group). These questions provided
An experiment by Loftus, Miller, and Burns information that was either consistent with the
(1978) is typical. Subjects saw a series of 30 detail in the original event or inconsistent
colored slides depicting an automobile acci- (misleading) with respect to that detail. After
dent in which a car failed to yield the right of a filler task, subjects were given a two-alterna-
way and a collision occurred. A critical detail tive forced choice recognition test, on which
in one of the slides was either a stop sign one question addressed the type of sign ap-
or a yield sign. (Across subjects each sign pearing at the intersection (i.e., stop or yield)
occurred equally often.) Subjects were then in the original slide sequence. When no prior
asked a series of questions about the slides. question about the sign had been asked, 63%
Some subjects were not asked about the sign of the subjects answered the question cor-

rectly, but when the prior question sequence
had contained information consistent with the
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301MISINFORMATION EFFECTS IN RECALL

was that the memory of this feature from the terviews can have both facilitating and detri-
slides was altered, overwritten, or replaced by mental effects on later retention. On the posi-
the misleading information. tive side, interviewing a child soon after he

The influence of misleading information on or she witnesses an event can have beneficial
recognition and recall has been consistently effects on later recall (e.g., Dent & Stephen-
obtained in many experiments, although the son, 1979). However, children sometimes re-
magnitude of the effect depends on many fea- call more erroneous information over repeated
tures of the experimental design and the type interviews, too (e.g., Poole & White, 1991).
of test (see Loftus, 1979a, 1993 for reviews). Before turning to the rationale for the current
The interpretation of the influence as due to experiments, we first briefly summarize the
impairment of the original memory, or over- effects of testing on retention in other para-
writing, has been questioned by further experi- digms with adult subjects.
ments (McCloskey & Zaragoza, 1985), but the The act of testing memory not only mea-
power of misleading information to alter re- sures retention, but irrevocably alters future
trieval is not in question. Furthermore, as retention for the event that was tested. This
Johnson, Hashtroudi, and Lindsay (1993) fact has been demonstrated many times, and
noted, although the fate of the original mem- perhaps the most commonly studied manifes-
ory, or the memory impairment issue, is inter- tation is referred to as the testing effect: the act
esting, an examination of when and how peo- of recalling or recognizing material generally
ple come to remember the suggested detail as increases the likelihood of its later recall or
having occurred in the original event is recognition, relative to a control condition in
equally interesting. Johnson et al. (1993) ar- which material is tested only at the later time
gue that the source monitoring framework (e.g., Spitzer, 1939; see also Hogan &
provides a useful approach to explaining and Kintsch, 1970; Thompson, Wenger, & Bar-
predicting misinformation effects. Briefly,

tling, 1978; Wheeler & Roediger, 1992). In a
when presented with misleading postevent in-

somewhat different research tradition, re-
formation, subjects may later become con-

peated testing of material not only prevents
fused as to the source of their memories (e.g.,

its forgetting, but also leads to greater overallwhether they saw a stop sign in the slide se-
recall on each test, a phenomenon that Erdelyiquence or just read about it in the later ques-
and Becker (1974) labeled hypermnesia (seetions). Such confusions can lead to subjects’
Payne, 1987, for a review). This outcome hasmisattributing a memory from one source as
been demonstrated in an eyewitness memoryhaving occurred in another.
paradigm, too, under conditions in which noThe current experiments examine a rather
misinformation was given (Scrivener & Safer,neglected feature of the eyewitness memory
1988).paradigm, viz., the influence of repeated test-

Paradoxically, the act of testing can alsoing on the probability with which subjects re-
have detrimental effects on later recall andport having seen the suggested detail in the
recognition of material, and again several dif-original event. The neglect of this variable
ferent lines of research establish this generalseems surprising because as Poole and White
conclusion. The phenomenon of output inter-(1995) have pointed out, witnesses to crimes
ference refers to the fact that the act of recall-are typically queried many times before they
ing some information inhibits later recall ofare asked to testify in court. If the act of re-
other information, both in short-term memorypeated retrieval has systematic effects on
situations (Tulving & Arbuckle, 1963) and inmemory in the eyewitness situation, the impli-
those testing long-term memory (e.g., Smith,cations would be important for both theoreti-
1971; Roediger & Schmidt, 1980). These andcal and applied reasons. Poole and White
other inhibitory effects of recall have been(1995) summarized results of many experi-

ments with children showing that repeated in- reviewed in different eras by Roediger (1974),
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302 ROEDIGER, JACOBY, AND MCDERMOTT

Roediger and Neely (1982), and Anderson and Although Roediger and McDermott (1995)
found positive effects of both accurate andNeely (in press).

The interest in the current experiments is inaccurate recall in boosting later hit and false
alarm rates in recognition, others have not rep-whether there might be a testing effect in the

basic eyewitness memory paradigm for mis- licated this pattern. Payne, Elie, Neuschatz
and Blackwell (1996) obtained a similar pat-leading postevent information. If subjects are

exposed to an original event (a slide se- tern for studied items, but—and critically for
the present argument—they did not obtain anquence), and then receive misleading informa-

tion with respect to that event, will they per- increase in recognition of the critical nonpre-
sented items from prior testing on their de-form differently on a later recall test if there

was an intervening test than if there was no layed recognition test. Schacter, Pradere and
Verfaellie (1996) obtained no effect of recallintervening test? In addition, if subjects are

induced to report an event that is in error on on later recognition for either the studied or
the nonstudied items in the Roediger and Mc-a first occasion, will this report alter perfor-

mance on a later test (relative to a condition Dermott (1995) paradigm.
The inconsistent results on these recogni-in which no inducing manipulation was intro-

duced)? In short, there may be a testing effect tion tests may indicate that testing effects for
false memories are slight or variable. This pat-for erroneously recalled information—pro-

duction of an error may make it more likely tern would not be too surprising because some
ambiguity exists as to whether a testing effectto reappear on a later test. Furthermore, we

may be able to manipulate the magnitude of occurs in recognition for studied items after an
initial recall test. The consensus is that there isthe testing effect by altering response criterion

on an initial test. at best a small testing effect on recognition
after a single recall test. Darley and MurdockEvidence for a testing effect for false mem-

ories was reported by Roediger and McDer- (1971) found little or no effect of prior free
recall on later recognition of unrelated lists ofmott (1995, Experiment 2), who gave subjects

16 lists of related words, each one derived words. Lockhart (1975) and Jones and Roe-
diger (1995) did find an effect, but it was con-from a common associate that was not pre-

sented. After 8 lists subjects immediately re- fined to the end of the list.
Although the effects of recall on later recogni-called as many words as they could, whereas

after 8 others they did math problems. In the tion of studied items seem variable, the effects
of recall on a later recall test are almost always8 recalled lists, the probability of recall of

studied words was .62, and the probability of positive (see Roediger & Guynn, in press, for a
partial review). The act of recalling materialfalse recall of the critical nonpresented words

(from which the lists were derived) was .55. makes that material more recallable in the future,
although the amount of benefit depends on theLater subjects took a recognition test repre-

senting all 16 lists. The hit rate for studied types of cues used on the two occasions (Mc-
Daniel, Kowitz, & Dunay, 1989). However,items was .79 for lists that had been tested

and .65 for those that had not; the false alarm when a free recall test occurs on both occasions,
prior recall always enhances later recall, relativerate for the critical items was .81 for lists that

had been tested and .72 for lists that had not to a condition in which there is no first test.
Darley and Murdock (1971), who reported nobeen tested. Both differences were reliable.

Therefore, the testing effect occurred for both
studied and nonstudied items, or for both ve-

recall test, they were almost always recognized later (.98ridical and false memories.1
for studied items and .93 for critical nonstudied items).
For items that had not been recalled on the initial tests,

1 When item analyses were conducted on the lists that the later hit rate and false alarm rates on the recognition
test were .50 and .65, respectively. However, item selec-had been immediately recalled, the finding was that if

items (studied or critical) had been produced on the initial tion difficulties hamper interpretation of these results.
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303MISINFORMATION EFFECTS IN RECALL

effect of prior free recall on later recognition, that had not been in the original scene, and
the central interest was in the effects of thisdid find a large effect of free recall on later free

recall. McDermott (1996) had subjects study the forced choice on later retention. On a final
recognition test, subjects were given anotherlists developed by Roediger and McDermott

(1995), taking a recall test on some lists and no multiple choice test with four alternatives
(Was it A, B, C, or D?).test on the rest. She replicated the earlier find-

ings of substantial false recall of the critical non- Schooler et al. (1988) found that subjects
were most accurate on the later recognitionpresented words on the initial tests. Two days

later subjects were tested by a final free recall test if they had received the immediate test
with the correct alternative included (A or B?),test over all the studied lists. Taking a prior test

had great effects on both accurate recall and revealing another manifestation of the testing
effect. However, subjects were least likely tofalse recall. Probability of false recall for the

previously tested lists was .24, whereas false be correct on the later test if they had been
given the forced choice test for the two luresrecall for the nontested lists was .12.

Repeated retrieval in an eyewitness para- (B or C?) on the first test. Responding to the
incorrect alternatives on the first test carrieddigm has been the topic of several published

reports. Shaw, Bjork, and Handal (1995) over to the second test. In a second experi-
ment, Schooler et al. (1988) obtained similartested subjects in a typical eyewitness memory

experiment in which they saw a variety of results even when the test alternatives on the
last test were only A and D, which indicatesobjects in a first phase. During a second phase

they received practice in retrieving some ob- that it was not simply the carryover from the
earlier commitment to B or C on the first testjects from the display with the aid of verbal

cues. In a third phase of the experiment, sub- that determined performance on the final test.
The outcomes of both experiments revealedjects received a free recall test on which they

were to remember all of the objects they could that responding on a first test can impair per-
formance on a test given later (see Hastie,from the original display. They found en-

hanced recall for those items that had received Landsman, & Loftus, 1978, for similar obser-
vations).repeated retrieval (the usual testing effect), but

impaired recall of the nontested objects. By Note that on the first recognition test,
Schooler et al. (1988) directed subjects’ atten-implication, the act of recalling some parts of

a complex event may improve retention of tion to the slide sequence but presented them
with incorrect alternatives. In the present ex-the recalled parts but at the cost of decreased

access to other aspects of the event. periments we also examine the effect of initial
testing on later retrieval, and we also manipu-More relevant for present purposes is the

research by Schooler, Foster, and Loftus late the probability with which subjects will
report incorrect information on Test 1 to ex-(1988), who tested people repeatedly in an

eyewitness memory situation on recognition amine the effect of this variable on the final
test. A crucial difference lies in the orientationtests. Subjects saw a slide sequence depicting

a crime scene. For purposes of exposition, let of subjects toward the initial test. In Schooler
et al’s. experiments, attention was always di-us consider a critical detail, A, that was as-

sessed on one or more later recognition tests. rected toward the original event on both tests,
but on Test 1 only incorrect choices were pres-On an initial recognition test, some subjects

were tested with the correct detail and a lure ent (for some items), thus requiring an incor-
rect response on Test 1. In the present experi-and were asked to choose between them (A

or B?); others were tested with two lures and ments, we manipulated test orientation on a
first test. For some items, subjects were toldforced to pick between them (B or C?); and

a third group simply engaged in an unrelated to report only what was recalled from the orig-
inal event (the slide sequence); for other items,filler task. In the second condition above, sub-

jects were forced to choose between two items subjects were allowed to ignore the source of
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their memories and simply report an answer just know it occurred, but cannot actually re-
member the specific episode. A substantial(i.e., they were permitted to report an answer

based on what they remembered from either body of literature attests to the usefulness of
this technique (see Gardiner & Java, 1993, andthe slides or the narrative). On the final cued

recall test, instructions were given to pay great Rajaram & Roediger, in press, for reviews).
Zaragoza and Lane (1994) have shown thatattention to source of the memory for all ques-

tions and only to report information that had sometimes subjects report that they remember
the actual occurrence of misinformation, andoccurred in the slides. Our manipulation is

similar to that of Schooler et al. (1988) in that Roediger and McDermott (1995) also found
(in a different paradigm) that subjects fre-we also encouraged subjects to report a piece

of information that they would later be asked quently reported remembering events that
never happened (see too Payne et al., 1996).to disregard. The critical point of interest in

this condition lies in whether subjects will In sum, we had three goals in conducting
the two experiments reported here. First, wecome to believe that a wrong detail was actu-

ally present in the original event if they had wanted to examine the effects of repeated test-
ing on recall of misleading information in thereported it on a prior test. Will generating the

information on a first test lead to a reality eyewitness memory paradigm. Second, we at-
tempted to manipulate production of misinfor-monitoring confusion on the second test, with

subjects ‘‘remembering’’ an erroneous detail mation on a first test via instructions so that
we could examine the possible effects on aas actually having been presented earlier?

The present experiments were designed to second test 2 days later. Third, we examined
the phenomenological experience of subjectsaddress three issues. We wanted to assess (1)

whether a testing effect would occur in a cued when recalling the misleading information.
This was achieved by asking subjects to judgerecall test in the misinformation paradigm

(i.e., whether performance on a final test whether they remembered or knew that the
information they were producing on the sec-would differ as a function of whether or not

an initial test had occurred) and (2) whether ond test had occurred in the original event.
Both experiments had two phases. Subjectsthe answer to this question would differ as a

function of instructions given on the first test. first viewed a slide sequence depicting a rob-
bery and then read a narrative in which severalThat is, if subjects were permitted to respond

with misleading information on Test 1 in some items of misinformation were embedded in a
generally accurate account of the slide se-conditions but were told to only report slide

information on Test 1 in other conditions, quence. Subjects then took a short answer test
in which each item was cued as to whetherwould they differ on a final recall test? (3)

The third goal was to explore the subjects’ the response should be made on the basis of
information recalled from (a) only the slidesphenomenological awareness during recall of

misinformation. On the second test, when they or (b) either the slides or the narrative. We
assumed (correctly) that recall of ‘‘wrong’’erroneously recall the item presented in the

narrative, do they ‘‘remember’’ its occurrence (i.e., narrative) details would occur more often
when subjects were permitted to recall fromin the slide sequence, or do they respond be-

cause the information seems familiar? The is- either source than when they were instructed
to recall only from the slide sequence. Twosue has also been the object of research by

Lindsay (1990, 1994; Lindsay & Johnson, days later subjects returned for the second test
and were again asked short answer questions;1989), and Zaragoza and Koshmider (1989),

among others. We asked this question by em- this time, however, they were instructed for
all items to answer questions only on the basisploying Tulving’s (1985) remember/know

procedure: Following the recall of informa- of what was recalled from the slide sequence.
After providing each answer, subjects judgedtion, subjects indicate whether they remember

its occurrence in the original event or if they whether they remembered the occurrence of
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the information in the slide sequence or sim- particular items counterbalanced across the
four conditions. Two days later subjects re-ply knew that the item had occurred in the

slides. turned and were instructed to recollect infor-
mation from only the slide sequence.

In addition to these four within-subject con-EXPERIMENT 1
ditions, we included a control group of 16

Method
subjects who received the same slide se-
quence, the narrative (but without any misin-Subjects. The subjects were 64 Rice under-

graduates who received either course credit or formation), and then the first and second tests.
These control subjects provided a baseline for$5.00 for their participation. They were tested

in groups from one to four. erroneous recall when no misleading informa-
tion had been provided.Design. All subjects viewed a slide se-

quence, read a narrative that contained four Materials. The slide sequence included 33
slides taken from a longer sequence that hasitems of misinformation, took a first cued re-

call test, and then (2 days later) took a second been used in prior research on eyewitness
memory (McCloskey & Zaragoza, 1985). Ascued recall test. The independent variable was

the instructions given on how to recall the described earlier, the sequence depicts a main-
tenance man who steals money. Four specificvarious items on the first test; these instruc-

tions were given on an item-by-item basis. items were selected as critical, and narratives
were prepared in the form of a police reportIn the Either Source condition, subjects were

instructed to recall the answer to the question that described many features found in the
slides. Embedded in the mostly accurate ac-by using information remembered from either

the slide sequence or the narrative. In the count were four pieces of wrong information.
For these four critical items, the detail de-Slides Only condition, subjects were told to

recall the answer to the question by using only scribed in the narrative differed from the ac-
tual event seen in the slides. The cued recallinformation remembered from the slide se-

quence (i.e., to exclude answers remembered tests consisted of 26 short answer questions
of which 4 pertained to the various items aboutfrom the narrative). In the Slides Only–Di-

vided Attention condition, subjects were given which misinformation had been given. The 4
critical questions centered around the mainte-the same instructions as in the Slides Only

condition, but in addition were given a divided nance man’s shirt sleeves (they were worn
down but it was suggested that they wereattention task during recall. The goal of in-

cluding this condition was to reduce conscious rolled up), the type of glasses worn by the
man (actually thick plastic ones but suggestedcontrol during recall and make responding

more automatic, following the logic of Jacoby, to be wire-framed), the type of soft drink on
the table (Coke but suggested to be 7-Up),Woloshyn, and Kelley (1989). Finally, some

items were not tested in the first session. We and the type of coffee on the shelf (Maxwell
House but suggested to be Folgers). Note thatrefer to this as the No Test condition, although

the items were tested 2 days later. the items in the slide sequence formed a differ-
ent set from those used in the misinformation;From the experimenters’ perspective, there

were four critical questions in the first phase they were not counterbalanced. However, our
primary interest was in examining recall ofof the experiment. The critical questions cor-

responded to the four items for which subjects suggested items on the second test as a func-
tion of the condition of the first test; itemshad received misleading information. For each

subject, one of the critical questions was as- were counterbalanced over this manipulation.
Procedure. Subjects were instructed thatsigned to each of the four test conditions (Ei-

ther Source, Slides Only, Slides Only–Di- they would see a series of slides projected
onto a wall and that they should remembervided Attention, and No Test). The four condi-

tions were realized within-subjects, with the details for a later test. The 33 slides por-
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traying the theft were shown. Subjects were items were omitted from the original test to
serve as items on the No Test condition in thethen given the police-type report and were

asked to read it. They were told that it was second test.
Altogether the test included 26 questions.written by a trained observer, but no mention

was made as to whether the facts reported in Two pertained to information that was not in
the slides nor in the narrative but were in-the narrative were accurate in all their details.

After reading the narrative, subjects were led tended to elicit guesses. Responding on these
items was quite infrequent, and they will notdown a short hall to another room and seated

before one of four IBM-compatible comput- be discussed further. For the other 24 items,
8 were tested under each of the three instruc-ers. They were told that they would be given

a series of questions pertaining to the robbery tional conditions, with conditions (Either
Source, Slides Only, Slides Only–Divided At-they had seen on the slides and that they

should answer to the best of their ability in tention) assigned randomly to items. One criti-
cal test item was included in each set of 8the manner specified for each question. They

were then instructed in detail about the three tested under these conditions.
Two days later subjects returned expectingpossible test conditions: They were told that

sometimes they would be instructed to recall to participate in another experiment. Actually,
they were given the second test, which cov-an answer with information remembered ei-

ther from the slides or the narrative (the Either ered material presented in the previous ses-
sion. Once again, subjects were given shortSource condition); for other questions they

would be asked to recall only on the basis of answer cued recall questions, but this time
they were carefully instructed to recall onlywhat they recalled from the slides (the Slides

Only condition); finally, for still other ques- on the basis of information remembered from
the slide sequence. In addition, they were in-tions, they would be asked to keep track of

digits that appeared randomly over their head- structed to judge whether each recalled answer
was remembered or known. These instructionsphones while they attempted to recall the an-

swer on the basis of what they recalled from were carefully explained, following the proto-
col developed in prior research (Gardiner &the slides (the Slides Only–Divided Attention

condition). In this last condition subjects heard Java, 1990; Rajaram, 1993). Briefly, subjects
were told that each time they produced andigits between 0 and 9 at the rate of one per

second and were to track the digit series for answer to a question they should indicate
whether they actually remembered the occur-the occurrence of three successive odd num-

bered digits while reading and answering the rence of the feature in the slides (a remember
judgment) or whether they were sure that itquestion. After answering the question, sub-

jects were prompted to respond yes or no as had occurred in the slides but did not actually
remember its occurrence (a know judgment).to whether the sequence had contained a series

of three odd-numbered digits. Finally, some Subjects answered the questions, and made

TABLE 1

PROPORTION OF DETAILS RECALLED FROM THE SLIDES OR THE NARRATIVE FOR THE FOUR CRITICAL ITEMS ON TEST 1

Recall instructions Slides Narrative Intrusions No response

Either Source .03 .62 .05 .30
Slides Only .18 .33 .08 .41
Slides Only–Divided Attention .18 .34 .06 .42
Control .34 .10 .08 .48

Note. Intrusions and nonresponses are also included.
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TABLE 2

PROPORTION OF DETAILS RECALLED FROM THE SLIDES OR THE NARRATIVE ON THE FOUR CRITICAL ITEMS ON TEST 2

Condition of Test 1 Slides Narrative Intrusions No response

Either Source .13 .48 .06 .33
Slides Only .22 .38 .03 .38
Slides Only–Divided

Attention .20 .22 .02 .56
No Test .25 .19 .06 .50
Control (no misinformation) .31 .09 .06 .53

Note. Intrusions and nonresponses are also included. Subjects were instructed to recall items only on the basis of
memory for the slide sequence.

the remember/know judgments; they were Test 1 results. The first three rows of Table
then debriefed. The second session lasted 1 show the probability of recall of information
about 20 min. from various sources (i.e., slides, narrative,

extraexperimental intrusions) and the proba-
Results and Discussion bility of nonresponses as a function of test

instructions. The final row indicates re-We consider the results of the two tests in
sponding in the control condition, in which noturn. The data for the first and second tests
misleading information had been presented.appear in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. We
Our primary interest is in recall of misleadingconsider performance on only the four critical
details from the narrative, which is shown initems. Because recall is the dependent mea-
the second column. Not surprisingly, in thesure, overall responses can be decomposed
condition in which subjects were told that theyinto correct responding (recalling an item
could recall information from either sourcefrom the slides), recall of misleading informa-
(the slides or the narrative), they recalled thetion (recall of items from the narrative), other
detail from the narrative much more often thanerrors of commission (or intrusions), and fail-
they did in the conditions in which they wereures to respond (or response omissions). We
told they should recall only from the slides,can therefore examine both correct responding
F(2,126) Å 10.67, MSE Å .167. (All levels ofand erroneous recall of information from the
significance exceed the .05 level of confidencenarrative without the two necessarily having
unless otherwise noted.) Two t tests confirmedto trade off against one another as they must

do in forced choice recognition.2 However, that the proportion of narrative information in
recall of misleading information from the nar- the Either Source condition exceeded that in
rative, indicative of false recall of the sug- the other two misleading information condi-
gested information, is the primary measure of tions, t(63) Å 4.08, SEM Å .07 and t(63) Å
interest. 3.90, SEM Å .07 for Slides Only and Slides

Only–Divided Attention conditions, respec-
tively.2 At the individual item level, a trade-off necessarily

The differences in production of the narra-occurs between information from the slides and the narra-
tive information between the Either Sourcetive because subjects were permitted to give at most one

response. However, in the aggregate, because subjects condition and the Slides Only conditions can-
were permitted the option to not respond, such a trade- not be construed as a misinformation effect
off will not necessarily occur; that is, accurate recall and because subjects in the Either Source condi-false recall do not have to vary inversely. In fact, in our

tion were permitted to respond with informa-results they often do not (e.g., in the results shown in
Tables 2, 4, and 5). tion from the narrative. However, a misinfor-
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mation effect can be detected on this test by ence appears in the results from the second
test, discussed below).comparing recall in the Slides Only conditions

Test 2 results. The primary interest in thewith recall in the control condition. The level
experiment was in determining how recall ofof false recall was considerably higher in the
misleading information from Test 1 wouldSlides Only conditions than in the control con-
carry over to Test 2. Recall that on the seconddition, in which subjects had received no mis-
test (administered 2 days later), all subjectsinformation (.33 and .34 versus .10 recalled),
were instructed to recall facts and details onlyt(129) Å 3.79, SEM Å .068. In addition, a
on the basis of the slide sequence they hadcomparison of columns 1 and 2 for the Slides
originally viewed, and not on the basis ofOnly conditions shows that subjects who were
memory for the narrative. Therefore, any re-instructed to recall only on the basis of the
sponse that included narrative informationslides produced the misleading narrative items
was incorrect on this test, allowing us to ex-instead about twice as often as they accurately
amine false recall of narrative information asrecalled information from the slides. In the
a function of instructions given on Test 1.control condition, the opposite pattern oc-
The data from the four critical test items arecurred—recall of correct information was
presented in Table 2 using the same four re-greater than erroneous recall. Note that our
sponse categories as in Table 1.control subjects used the ‘‘misinformation re-

Once again, primary interest centers on re-sponse’’ 10% of the time, despite the fact that
call of narrative information, presented in thethey had never been exposed to this informa-
second column, which represents false recall.tion. This occurrence indicates that the details
First note that in all four misinformation con-of misinformation that we chose were plausi-
ditions (shown in the first four rows), subjectsble guesses. Still, we obtained a true misinfor-
incorrectly recalled narrative information atmation effect under conditions in which sub-
higher rates than in the control conditionjects were instructed to exclude information
(smallest t(63) Å 1.82, SEM Å .07). There-from the narrative (see Lindsay, 1990 for a
fore, misinformation led to false recall in allsimilar observation).
conditions, even when subjects were in-

As seen in the first column of Table 1, the structed to produce information only from the
impact of misinformation is also apparent in slide sequence. Second, the act of taking the
the recall of information from the slides. Sub- first test increased false recall in two of the
jects in the control condition were almost three appropriate conditions, the exception be-
twice as likely as those in the Slides Only ing when subjects had been engaged in a di-
conditions to provide correct information (.34 vided attention task during the first test. Re-
versus .18 correct recall; t(90) Å 1.73, SEM sponding with misinformation was greater in
Å .09, and t(88) Å 1.93, SEM Å .08 for the the Either Source condition (.48) than in the
Slides Only and Slides Only–Divided Atten- No Test condition (.19), t(63) Å 3.90, SEM
tion conditions, respectively). Responding Å.07 and also greater in the Slides Only condi-
with information contained in the slides in the tion (.38) than in the No Test condition (.19),
Either Source condition was negligible. t(63) Å 2.55, SEM Å .07. Although the misin-

The condition in which subjects’ attention formation effect was numerically greatest
was divided during the test showed no differ- when the first test had been conducted under
ence from the comparable condition with no conditions likely to produce the wrong detail
divided attention. The intent of including this (the Either Source condition), the greater false
divided attention condition had been to try to recall in this condition than in the Slides Only
block consciously controlled recall from the condition was not statistically significant,
slides to possibly enhance false responding t(63) Å 1.41, SEM Å .07, p õ .10, one-tailed.
from the narrative. However, it was clear that Although in many cases subjects in the Ei-

ther Source condition probably knew duringthis manipulation failed (although one differ-
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the first test that they were recalling informa- greatly exceeded accurate recall. Of course,
no firm conclusions are permitted from thesetion from the narrative, when asked to recall

from only the slides on the second day, they comparisons because different items occurred
in the slides and the narrative. Still, despitestill produced the wrong details that had ap-

peared in the narrative. This interpretation is instructions to recall only information from
the slides, subjects readily recalled the misin-supported by an examination of the condi-

tional probabilities of recalling narrative mate- formation from the narrative. We turn next to
the measures of subjects’ phenomenologicalrial (misinformation) on the second test, given

that the same item had been produced on Test experiences during recall.
During the second test, subjects indicated1. The conditional probability for the Slides

Only condition was .76, but interestingly, the after answering each question whether they
remembered the answer from the original pre-conditional probability in the Either Source

condition was almost as high, at .73. The cor- sentation of the slide sequence or whether they
simply knew that the fact requested had ap-responding probability for the Slides Only–

Divided Attention and control conditions peared in the slides but did not remember its
actual occurrence. These data are presented inwere .64 and .20, respectively. This pattern

tends to support the conclusion that source Table 3, both for correct answers (those from
the slides) and for wrong answers (those frommisattribution contributes strongly to the mis-

information effect in eyewitness memory: in- the narrative). Correct responding after 2 days
was rather low (.20, on average) with remem-formation from the narrative is remembered

as having occurred in the original events ber responses (.12) occurring slightly more
frequently than know responses (.08). On im-(Lindsay, 1990; Zaragoza & Lane, 1994; Zar-

agoza & Mitchell, in press; but see Zara- mediate tests, subjects usually report remem-
bering most events that they produce, but Gar-goza & Koshmider, 1989; Lindsay & Johnson,

1989). diner and Java (1991) have shown that, over
time, remember responses decline and knowWe turn now to correct recall (i.e., recall

of information from the slides) in Test 2; these responses increase as a proportion of total cor-
rect responses, so the data on the left side ofdata are shown in the far left column. As noted

previously, the use of recall measures (unlike Table 3 are not surprising. Turning to the data
on the right side of Table 3, misrecall re-the forced choice recognition test) permits one

to look for misinformation effects both in cor- sponses (.32, on average) were weighted
somewhat more heavily toward rememberrect recall and erroneous recall without the

two necessarily trading off against one another (.19) than know (.13) responses, which is no-
table because subjects are claiming to remem-(see footnote 1). The tendency for a misinfor-

mation effect is much weaker in correct recall, ber these events as having occurred during the
slide sequence when in fact the informationwith performance in the four misinformation

conditions being worse, but not dramatically occurred only in the narrative.
Tulving (1985) argued that tests such asworse, than in the control condition. The only

difference that was statistically significant was cued recall that ostensibly tap episodic or ex-
plicit memory (conscious recollection) actu-between the Either Source condition (.13 cor-

rect) and the control condition (.31), t(63) Å ally involve a mixture of personal (remember)
and impersonal (know) experiences. Examin-3.00, SEM Å .06. Variation in recall within

the four misinformation conditions was not ing only remember responses permits a purer
estimate of episodic recall. Accepting Tulv-significant, F(3, 189) Å 1.15, MSE Å .157.

A final point to note is that false recall in ing’s (1985) assumption and examining the
data on the right side of Table 3, we arrive attwo of the misinformation conditions (No Test

and Slides Only–Divided Attention) approxi- the conclusion that taking a prior test increases
both production of misinformation responsesmated correct recall, whereas in the Either

Source and Slides Only conditions, false recall and the probability that subjects claim to re-
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TABLE 3

REMEMBER AND KNOW RESPONSES FOR CORRECT RESPONSES AND MISINFORMATION RESPONSES

FOR THE FOUR CRITICAL ITEMS ON TEST 2 OF EXPERIMENT 1

Misinformation (narrative)
Correct (slide) responses responses

Test 1 condition Overall Remember Know Overall Remember Know

Either Source .13 .09 .03 .48 .31 .17
Slides Only .22 .09 .13 .38 .23 .14
Slides Only–Divided Attention .20 .14 .06 .22 .16 .06
No Test .25 .14 .11 .19 .06 .13
Control .31 .23 .08 .09 .05 .05

member these details as having occurred in Slides Only, and the Control condition in
which no misinformation had been presentedthe original event. In the three conditions in

which subjects had received a prior test, they (and subjects were told to recall the item from
the slides). Two days later they returned forreported remembering events from the slide

sequence with a higher probability (.23, on a second test, in which they were asked to
recall information only from the slide se-average) than when no test had been given

(.06), t(190) Å 3.98, SEM Å .04. These results quence and to make remember and know
judgments about the responses. In the fourthshow that testing can create the illusion of

remembering details from an event that did condition, a question was asked on the second
test that queried a detail for which misinfor-not occur in the event but that were suggested

later. mation had been presented, but it was an item
that had not been previously tested (the No

EXPERIMENT 2 Test condition).
In sum, the design of Experiment 2 was likeResults of the first experiment showed (a)

a strong misinformation effect in recall, both the within-subjects conditions of Experiment
1 except that the Control condition replacedimmediately after the study phase and 2 days

later, (b) that the misinformation effect could the condition from Experiment 1 in which
subjects had attempted to recall from slidesbe magnified by a prior test, and (c) that after

2 days subjects reported remembering the sug- under divided attention conditions in the first
test. In addition, the entire experiment wasgested detail as having occurred in the slide

sequence more frequently if they had received conducted on computers, which necessitated
some changes in the procedure as describeda prior test on the detail than if they had not

been tested on the detail. The purpose of Ex- below.
periment 2 was to replicate these findings and

Methodto make the control condition a within-sub-
jects rather than a between-subjects compari- Subjects and design. The 48 subjects were

Rice University students who received courseson, as in Experiment 1. Subjects again saw
the slide sequence and read a narrative in credit or summer school students who were

paid $5.00 for their participation. They werewhich there were four critical items; misinfor-
mation was presented about three of them. tested in groups of up to 8 people. The inde-

pendent variable was realized by manipulatingThen they received a first test, in which in-
structions on how to recall items were pre- across items whether misinformation occurred

in the narrative, whether the item was testedsented with each question. The three test con-
ditions on the first test were Either Source, on an initial test, and also the testing condition
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for items on the first test. For one item in be given a police report to help refresh their
memory for details of the event. After readingthe slides that would later be tested, subjects

received no misinformation in the narrative the narrative, subjects were asked to answer
18 short answer cued recall questions, which(the Control condition). For three other items

the subjects did receive misinformation, and were presented in one of two random test or-
ders—each to half the subjects. Six questionsthen they were told on Test 1 to recall infor-

mation from the slides or the narrative (the were answered under conditions in which sub-
jects were told to recall only from the slidesEither Source condition), from only the slides

(the Slides Only condition), or the item was and to exclude responses that had occurred in
the narrative (the Slides Only condition). (Onenot tested (the No Test condition). Primary

interest again centered on performance on a question in this set pertained to an item for
which subjects had received misinformation.)second test given 2 days later.

Materials. The same general materials were Twelve questions were tested under condi-
tions in which subjects were cued, prior toused as in Experiment 1 (i.e., a slide sequence

portraying a robbery from an office). How- reading the question, that they should recall
the answer from the slides or from the narra-ever, each slide was transferred to a photo CD

and presented on a Macintosh color monitor tive (the Either Source condition). (Two criti-
cal questions appeared in this set of 12, onefor 5 s. Each subject saw the same slides in

the same order. Shortly after presentation of for which subjects had received misinforma-
tion and one for which they had not.) No ques-the slides, the subjects read a narrative (for 3

min) presented in the style of a police report. tion was asked about the fourth misinforma-
tion item on the first test. After answering theAmong the many (mostly correct) details in-

cluded in the narrative were four critical items. questions, subjects were asked not to discuss
the experiment with other participants and toOne item referred to one of the critical details

in the slide sequence in a neutral manner, but return to the lab in 48 h for further (unspeci-
fied) experiments.for three other items misinformation was in-

serted into the narrative, thereby contradicting Upon their return, each subject was seated
before the same computer as on Day 1, andthe nature of a detail in the original slides.

The nature of the critical items was different they read instructions telling them that they
would be tested again on the slide sequence(in two cases) from the critical items in Exper-

iment 1, as we tried (unsuccessfully, it turned they had seen 2 days ago. They were in-
structed only to report answers that they re-out) to replace poorer items (i.e., items not

producing substantial misinformation effects) called from the slide sequence; they were ex-
plicitly told to avoid providing answers re-with better ones. Four versions of the narrative

were created to counterbalance critical items called only from the narrative. They were then
given remember/know instructions similar toacross conditions, and 12 subjects received

each version. A test containing 24 short an- those used in Experiment 1. However, rather
than the oral instructions used in Experimentswer questions pertaining to details in the slide

sequence was developed and used on both 1, subjects were given written instructions on
the computer in Experiment 2. Unfortunately,tests.

Procedure. When subjects arrived at the lab this mode of presentation, which we had not
tried before in other experiments, was not ef-they were seated before a Macintosh computer

and told that they would see a series of pic- fective. Subjects expressed confusion about
the measure and the data from this judgmenttures depicting a crime. They were told to pay

particular attention to any details that might were not interpretable and will not be reported
here.be useful in identifying the perpetrator or the

crime scene as they would later be asked ques- After reading through the instructions, sub-
jects were given 24 short answer questionstions regarding them. After presentation of the

pictures subjects were told that they would pertaining to the crime witnessed in the slides,
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TABLE 4 tive information was greater in the Either
Source condition (.46) than in the Slides OnlyPROPORTION OF DETAILS RECALLED FROM THE SLIDES

OR THE NARRATIVE ON THE FOUR CRITICAL ITEMS ON TEST condition (.31), t(47) Å 1.85, SEM Å .08, but
1 OF EXPERIMENT 2 recall of misleading responses in the Slides

Only condition did not differ reliably from
No

that in the Control condition, t(47) Å 1.09,Condition Slides Narrative Intrusions response
SEM Å .09. Data on correct responding (in

Either Source .33 .46 .04 .17 the left column of Table 4) also show little
Slides Only .40 .31 .04 .25 difference among the conditions as a function
Control .31 .21 .08 .40 of misleading information. The misleading in-

formation effect was therefore weak or absentNote. Also included are probability of intrusions and
in recall on the first test. Nonetheless, it ap-nonresponses.
peared quite strongly on the delayed test 2
days later.

Test 2 results. The most direct measure of
which included six questions from the first the misinformation effect is recall of the sug-
test. The instructions reiterated that all an- gested detail from the narrative when subjects
swers given should be recalled from the slide are instructed to exclude recall from the narra-
sequence. After answering all questions, sub- tive and to recall only from the slides. The
jects were debriefed and left. relevant data are shown in the second column

of Table 5. As in Experiment 1, we found a
Results strong misinformation effect under these con-

ditions. Relative to the recall of such items inWe report data for the two tests separately.
Unlike Experiment 1, the control condition the control condition (.15), subjects in all three

misinformation conditions showed elevatedwas included as part of the within-subjects
design. false recall, although the effect was magnified

when subjects had been previously tested onTest 1 results. As shown in Table 4, subjects
who were told that they could recall informa- the relevant items and had been induced to

produce the wrong detail through instructionstion from either the narrative or the slides fre-
quently recalled the detail given in the narra- (.46 false recall on Test 2 after subjects had

been tested in the Either Source condition ontive (.46 recall from the narrative, compared
to .62 in Experiment 1 in this condition). How- the first test). A one-way ANOVA showed

significant variation among conditions,ever, unlike the outcome from Experiment 1,
in which subjects rarely recalled the answer F(3,141) Å 4.04, MSE Å .196. Unlike the re-

sults of Experiment 1, testing in the Slidesfrom the slides in this condition (.03), they
rather frequently did so in Experiment 2 (.33). Only condition (.27) did not produce greater
Thus, even though production of correct infor-
mation was increased, and production of nar-

TABLE 5rative information decreased in the Either
Source condition relative to performance in PROPORTION RECALLED ON TEST 2 FROM THE SLIDES

OR FROM THE NARRATIVE IN EXPERIMENT 2, AS WELL ASthe same condition in Experiment 1, the ma-
INTRUSIONS AND NONRESPONSESnipulation in Experiment 2 still succeeded in

having subjects produce the misinformation
Condition of No

quite frequently relative to the other two con- Test 1 Slides Narrative Intrusions response
ditions.

Either Source .21 .46 .00 .33An analysis of variance on recall of narra-
Slides Only .52 .27 .02 .19tive information in the three conditions
No Test .15 .29 .02 .54showed reliable variation, F(2,94) Å 3.85,
Control .38 .15 .04 .44

MSE Å .197. In addition, recall of the narra-
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misrecall than occurred in the No Test condi- Only condition showed a misinformation ef-
fect in Test 1 but the effect was much weakertion (.29). Perhaps this result is not too surpris-

ing given that no misinformation effect was (in false recall) or not apparent at all (in cor-
rect recall) in Experiment 2. Only further re-found on Test 1 for this condition. Although

all three misinformation conditions tended to search can determine the source of this dis-
crepancy, but it does not compromise theshow a misinformation effect relative to the

control condition, the only significant effect finding of robust misinformation effects in the
Either Source condition on Test 2 in both ex-occurred in the Either Source condition, t(47)

Å 3.92, SEM Å .08. periments, and this effect was the main focus
of this research.Turning to veridical recall in the far left

column of Table 5, evidence exists for a mis-
GENERAL DISCUSSIONinformation effect occurring in two of the con-

ditions (i.e., the No Test and the Either Source The main findings from our experiments are
that (a) a robust misinformation effect occursconditions). Overall variation was significant,

F(3,141) Å 8.12, MSE Å .169. Both No Test in recall; (b) if subjects are induced to produce
an item of misleading information on a firstand Either Source conditions showed reliable

effects of misleading information relative to test, the probability is greatly increased that
this information will be recalled and judgedthe control condition, t(47) Å 2.53, SEM Å

.09, and t(47) Å 1.94, SEM Å .09, respec- as remembered on a later test; and (c) subjects
frequently claim to remember as having oc-tively. Once again, the misinformation effect

in the false recall measure was not well corre- curred in the visual scene details that were
actually only presented later in the narrative.lated with that in accurate recall, because the

effect in false recall was greater in the Either In addition, remembrance of the misleading
information exceeded that of the informationSource condition than in the No Test condi-

tion, whereas in correct recall the effects were that actually occurred in the scene in some
conditions. Although this outcome is con-about the same.

The primary difference between Experi- founded with specific items occurring in the
slides and narrative, it is suggestive of a validments 1 and 2 occurred in the Slides Only

condition. Subjects in Experiment 2 were finding (especially since in other misinforma-
tion conditions, accurate recall was superiormuch more accurate in reporting information

from only the slides, as instructed, in the first to false recall—see the Slides Only condition
in Table 5). We discuss these findings andtest and in ignoring misinformation during re-

call on the second test. We do not know why their relevance to current debates about the
misinformation effect in eyewitness memorythis difference occurred, but we suspect the

source of the difference is performance on the and to the role of retrieval in producing false
memories.first test itself. That is, subjects recalled from

the slides much more accurately in Experi-
The Misinformation Effectment 2 than in Experiment 1 on the first test.

Because the act of recall promotes better recall Since the publication of the important anal-
ysis by McCloskey and Zaragoza (1985) ofin the future (e.g., Wheeler & Roediger,

1992), subjects were likely protected from the the standard paradigm developed by Loftus
and her colleagues (e.g., Loftus et al., 1978)misinformation effect in the second test. How-

ever, this effect of testing also operated to for studying the misinformation effect in eye-
witness memory, researchers have debated theincrease the misinformation effect when the

misinformation was produced on the first test existence and the magnitude of the effect on
various tests. The standard recognition test inin the Either Source condition, in which pro-

duction of wrong information on the first test which subjects are given a choice between
original information and misleading informa-carried over to the second test. Nonetheless,

the fact remains that subjects in the Slides tion reveals large effects, whereas the modi-
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fied recognition test, in which an extraexperi- the standard misinformation paradigm, except
at the time of test subjects were given a cuedmental distractor is paired with the original

item, reveals small (but real) interfering ef- recall test and warned that some information
in the narrative had inaccurately representedfects (Payne, Toglia, & Anastasi, 1994). In

addition, McCloskey and Zaragoza (1985) the actual events. They were also given two
questions per item; one question asked sub-questioned whether the standard paradigm

was subject to various demand characteristics jects to report the answer that had been con-
tained in the slides, and the other questionand other artifacts. For example, if subjects

responded with the misleading detail pre- asked subjects to report what had been con-
tained in the narrative. Subjects were lesssented in a narrative, it might be that they

were aware of that fact, were playing along likely to recall correct answers if they had
been exposed to misleading information; theywith the experimenter, judged the item simply

to be highly familiar, or simply believed (be- also frequently recalled the details suggested
in the narrative as having occurred in the slidecause the misleading information had been

contained in the mostly correct narrative) that sequence. Similar results were reported by
Zaragoza and Lane (1994) using a recognitionit was an accurate response.

More recently, researchers have tried to ex- test; in addition, both these findings appear in
the experiments reported here.amine the issue in various ways to determine

the reality of the misinformation effect when The other set of experiments directly related
to our own use the logic of opposition intro-these artifactual possibilities are minimized or

eliminated (see Belli, Lindsay, Gales, & Mc- duced by Jacoby et al. (1989), in which sub-
jects are told to exclude certain informationCarthy, 1994; Johnson & Seifert, 1994; Lind-

say, 1990, 1994; Weingardt, Toland, & Lof- from their recollections. In the context of eye-
witness experiments, Lindsay (1990) had sub-tus, 1994; Zaragoza & Lane, 1994; Zaragoza

et al., 1996). To pick but a few examples of jects participate in a standard misinformation
experiment, but at the time of the test, he toldthis work, Johnson and Seifert (1994) showed

that subjects would continue to remember and subjects that the narrative did not contain any
correct answers to the questions given and thatto base judgments on misleading information,

even after they had been told that it was they should recall only from the slides. (They
were told that if a detail was remembered fromwrong. (Their paradigm was different from

the standard misinformation paradigm, but the the narrative, it was wrong.) When subjects
saw the slides, received the narrative immedi-work is relevant.) Weingardt et al. (1994)

asked if subjects really believed their reports ately thereafter, and then were tested 2 days
later, they often reported the suggested detailsabout misinformation by assessing their con-

fidence in the reports with several techniques. as having actually occurred in the event.
Weingardt et al. (1994) reported similar obser-In one approach, subjects were asked to place

bets on whether the memories they reported vations with a different test and slightly differ-
ent test instructions.were accurate or inaccurate. In one study sub-

jects were willing to bet as much, on average, The present experiments embed elements
of these other experiments—cued recall testson false memories as on true memories. In

another study, using a stricter criterion, sub- and instructions to recall only from the slides
and not from the narrative—while adding thejects bet less on memories from suggested in-

formation than on the events that actually hap- use of remember/know judgments to deter-
mine if subjects remember the suggestedpened, but nonetheless some subjects bet the

maximum amount possible that the memories events as occurring in the slide sequence (see
too Zaragoza & Mitchell, in press). On theof suggested information had actually oc-

curred. second (delayed) test, in which we were most
interested, subjects were told to recall onlyIn a study that is directly related to the pres-

ent work, Belli et al. (1994) tested subjects in from the slide sequence (i.e., not from the
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narrative) and to judge, for each answer, our instruction to try to recall only from the
slides, combined with the use of remember judg-whether they remembered the occurrence in

the slides or simply knew that the detail had ments, would appear to overcome demand char-
acteristics and more closely approximate testi-been in the slide sequence. In both experi-

ments, we found a large misinformation effect mony in legal settings.
on the delayed test in the condition in which
subjects had produced information from either The Role of Repeated Production in
source on the first test. In addition, if we con- Creating Memory Illusions
sider remember responses a purified form of

The primary manipulation of interest in ourepisodic recall, with responding based on fa-
experiments was the condition in which sub-miliarity or general knowledge eliminated,
jects were encouraged during a first test tothen subjects remembered misinformation
report information either from the narrative ormore often if they had been previously tested
from the slides and then required to recall onlythan if they had not.
information from the slides on a second test.Although misinformation effects did not oc-
On the first test they frequently produced in-cur in all measures in each of our experiments,
formation from the narrative, especially in Ex-the effect was quite robust overall, especially
periment 1, probably because this informationwhen subjects were tested twice. False recall
had been provided more recently than that inlevels were high (sometimes exceeding those of
the slides. Many of these items produced onaccurate recall), and the effect was magnified
the first day were also recalled 2 days laterby repeated testing, as discussed below. The
even though subjects were instructed to recallresults based on correct recall were somewhat
only information from the slides. In addition,more variable, but nonetheless tended to show
subjects frequently claimed to remember themisinformation effects (except in the first test
moment of occurrence of these items that hadof Experiment 2). Using recall as the measure
actually only been suggested in the narrative.permits a more fine-grained analysis of perfor-
The use of remember/know judgments permitmance, because subjects are not forced to re-
assessment of true ‘‘false remembering’’ in aspond to every test cue, as Lindsay (1994) has
way that most other types of judgments donoted. In addition, using various instructions to
not (see Lindsay (1994) for a critique of otherrecall or recognize information either only from
techniques). Roediger and McDermott (1995),the slides, from the narrative, or from either or
Payne et al. (1996), and Zaragoza and Mitchellboth sources also permits more information to
(in press) have also obtained false remember-be gained (see Zaragoza & Lane, 1994, among
ing using this technique.others). The instruction in the second (critical)

Misinformation is usually presented fromtest of our experiments directed subjects to recall
external sources. Our technique of having sub-information only from the slide sequence. Al-
jects produce the misinformation themselvesthough this instruction does not fully instantiate
after it had been presented externally led tothe logic of opposition as used in Lindsay
more powerful misinformation effects than in(1990), in which subjects were told that if they
other conditions. This outcome fits well withremembered a detail from the narrative, they
the source monitoring approach to the misin-could be sure that it was wrong, our instruction
formation effect (Lindsay & Johnson, 1989;seems more plausible in trying to generalize re-
Lindsay, 1994). Previous experiments havesults beyond the laboratory. Rarely can one be
shown that imagining events causes confusionassured, outside experiments embodying the
as to whether the event was only read aboutlogic of opposition, that any event-related infor-
or was actually carried out (Finke, Johnson, &mation received after the original occurrence is
Shyi, 1988; Johnson, Raye, Foley & Foley,incorrect. Rather, people are usually asked (say,
1981; Lindsay, 1990). Similarly, in our exper-in courtroom testimony) to remember accurately

what they can from a specified event. Use of iments, actually producing the information in
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misattribution in postevent misinformation experi-the context of a test leads to the attribution, on
ments with short term retention intervals. Memory &a later test, of remembering the information.
Cognition, 21, 40–54.

Zaragoza and Mitchell (in press) and Mitchell DARLEY, C. F., & MURDOCK, B. B. (1971). Effects of
and Zaragoza (1996) found that repeating misin- prior free recall testing on final recall and recogni-
formation enhances its impact, increasing misin- tion. Journal of Experimental Psychology, 91, 66–
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